High School Art

Spring Showcase
This year, students took a journey through time and around the world to gain an understanding of the social, cultural, and historical contributions and dimensions of the arts. While studying various time periods, eras, and artists, students engaged in the four fundamental creative practices of imagination, investigation, construction, and reflection. Each artist has their own process and style and throughout this course students dove into their own imagination to discover who they are as a creative beings.

Each student was asked to create a short slide show showcasing a few of their pieces from the year. Their work has been compiled here for you to enjoy!
A note to the Artists of the Winston School:

I am so proud of each and every one of you! It has been a pleasure teaching and guiding you through your creative journey this year. Thank you for welcoming me to the Winston community and making me feel at home. You are amazing and have taught me so much! Imagine, Create, Inspire! -Ms. Kitty
I have learned that patience can bring the best inspiration to an art piece.

I have enjoyed art all my life, but what I enjoyed most in any art class is the freedom for creativity. Inspiration can come from nowhere, even when there’s a lack of creative juices flowing.

Best class memories include making art for myself and gifts for friends. There’s so much supplies in the art room too!

Painting, drawing, photography and the like is something that I will alway cherish. Art is something that frees my mind from stress, which is one of the many reasons why I love it.
Art Title: Collision

This art piece was painted with acrylic paints and has a light layer of glitter.

The colors and shapes represent the emotions I was feeling when making this piece.

Blue/Black/Mixed Purple=Sadness and depression
White=Hope within the depression and sadness
Red Layered with Black=Anger and hate
Black and Gold=Good and bad. The balance of life.
Undefined Shapes/Background=Uncertainty
Harsh Lines Colliding=Sudden Anger
Circles=There is no end, there is no beginning.
Art Title: Greed of a Nation
This art piece was painted with acrylic paints and has a light layer of glitter.

This piece was based off of the greed of the U.S. We people seek money, power, love, revenge, companionship and always hope to get what we wish for or dream about. Some may say it's hope that drives our lives to get what we want. But hope and greed could be placed next to each other. Not the same but very similar.

The background colors=U.S.
Black and gold lines=The struggle between greed and hope.
Black and gold circles=A never ending circle of want.
Big Circles=Greed
Small Circles=Hope

Note: The bigger circles represent how much greed takes over, while the smaller circles represent the many people who hope for more.
Art Title: A Friend
This art piece was made with oil pastels and watercolor paints.

This piece represented something different when I originally made it. Now, the meaning is based off of friendship in the form of koi fish.

Purple Koi Fish=Me in hiding
Orange Koi Fish=Friend coming to my aid
Green Lily Pads= A place of hiding or a false safe place

My friend came to me after a time of difficulties in my life, and now I could not be more happy to have a buddy in my life when I once felt like I had none.

Note: This art piece has a similar design to another artist which I cannot remember their name nor could I find their work due to this being made many years ago.
Three Works From Artist Robert D
(2020)
Fire Bone Fields portrays the vast, desolate, scorching valleys of a fictional region in my concept for a video game, “ZAGO”. The sun shines bright in a jet-black sky with minimal clouds which gently float by. Large puddles of steaming hot, glowing blue water is occasionally seen throughout the wastelands. Dry, bare, dark-brown trees are common place in this area. Not to mention a few abandoned wooden shelters and tree stumps scattered throughout the biome. Tall mountains which form a plateau at the very top can be seen anywhere in the region, but investigate them at your own peril. If lucky, you will encounter a glowing, crimson-red, mangled mesh of fungal biomass known as “Knogglemorph”. If unlucky, you will encounter the ungodly atrocities that these life-forms can create, just be prepared for a battle against a beast which can tear through village houses, like they were made from fragile leaves. It is also worth noting, that after you take down the first beast...there are many more where that came from.
Piece Two: Setting Sun of the Crooked Lake.

Some images are EXACTLY what they look like. “Setting Sun of the Crooked Lake”, is a painting by me which reflects the memory of the time I was fishing for Largemouth Bass in Crooked Lake, which is located in Alanson, Michigan. During my time out on the water, I noticed the beautiful sunset, which occurred on the other side of the lake from where I was, I snapped a digital picture with my phone, and later re-created the image as a painting.
Piece Three: Let the river of wrath wash away the pain of yesterday...
The story of the land of ZAGO and how it transformed from a monster-ridden land, to a peaceful haven for all who resides there, is certainly a remarkable tale. But despite what anyone says, it could not be told without mentioning the legendary man, simply known as Steven Aeichol Steele. He was the greatest craftsman, battle master, traveler, showman, cook, and hero the land as ever seen. He was cursed by the memory of his upbringing, a focused soldier, who was hired by an organization of space-terrorists to slaughter all of the native people who lived in the land of ZAGO. However, he was primarily planned on being used as a last resort if the first few squadrons of raiders failed to execute their job correctly. As Steven's drop-pod descended down to the Eastern coast of ZAGO's landmass, a malfunction occurred which caused the pod to crash-land on the beach instead of landing safely. As the terrorists saw this, they presumed that he was most certainly dead, and they were pressured to abandon the take-over immediately. They left without achieving their goal of concurring the land of ZAGO. Steven Steele later awoke inside his shattered pod, and at that moment, Steven Steele's Quest to save ZAGO had unknowingly begun. Over the course of the next one-hundred years, Steven began to piece together why he was brought there, what the problem that he needed to resolve was, and most importantly, who HE was. Forced to take care and raise an anonymous woman's daughter, whom Steven named, "Colourina", it didn't help in the slightest bit when Steven was told by villagers on both sides of the land, that they have been putting up with endless torment and death of their people, in the hands of corrupted monsters called "Carvones". Steven vowed to take the fatal responsibility of slaying these Carvones, and single-handedly putting an end to the vile infestation once and for all. Along the way, Steven Steele met many new faces and uncovered new information which ultimately helped him succeed in his end-goal. Colourina, whom Steven trained to become a well-rounded, and impossibly powerful destroyer of the dark forces which lurked throughout the land, took a liking to Steven Steele's training and teachings, and their bond as father and daughter grew tremendously throughout their adventures together. Steven discovered that he was the spiritual re-incarnation of an ancient mighty warrior who once lived in the land of ZAGO well before Steven's arrival. His name, was "Sohan" (sau-hon), and he fought Carvones just as Steven Steele had, but was eventually killed during a sparring match with his brother, Dalvor, after he became carried away and was manipulated to take his brothers' life by the corruption that tore his morals apart. Years before the murder, Dalvor discovered a mound of Knogglemorph for the first time in his life. He knew not of the Knogglemorph's ability to swiftly kill whomever makes physical contact with it, and cause more Knogglemorph to grow inside their newly deceased body and brain, taking control of the fresh host and converting them into monsters who can tear most objects into scraps and devastate the most well-honed living warriors. While Dalvor never died after the encounter with the biomass, it still partially took over his still-living brain and corrupted his thought processes to make him become an unstable, half-living menace who, while knowing what he was doing was wrong, the Carvone within him insisted that it was right. Steven Steele found out from the villagers that the mysterious Dalvor may have still very well been alive at the time of their conversation, and resided in the castle that Sohan had built for Dalvor over one-thousand years ago. It was also brought to Steven's attention that Dalvor was possibly the very reason why the Carvones seemed to be omni-aware of the locations of every villager settlement and tribe in the land. Steven Steele and Colourina took it upon themselves to travel to the forbidden and devious "Dead Lands", located in the center of the landmass, where Dalvor's castle rested upon the edge of a cliff. The mountain in which the cliff was a part of, toward well above the dark purple, ominous clouds which hung low above the Dead Lands. By the time Steven and his daughter made it to the Dead Lands, Steven Steele was an elder mercenary, on the peak of turning 100 years old. However, age only had a very small impact on Steven's performance as a warrior, and Colourina was now at the prime of her youth. She could run and react faster than sound, and had her father's toughness in her heart, which she kept with her throughout her entire life, even during her most recent showdown with Endroxys, the Dimensional Virus. Together, the two took on the other-worldly might of Dalvor head on in a battle which decimated the caste, along with the elevated plot it rested on, sinking the ruins below the clouds, and permanently ending the triumph of Dalvor, the Caster of Shadows.
Spring Showcase Presentation

An in depth review at the works of Raiden M
Admiring The View

The piece presented to the left is a positive reminder of a view worth admiring over and over again. Every time I would hang out with my friends, we would go to the same cliff and sit under the same tree as we watched the sunset and the stars become more clear. This painting was meant to give off a feeling of peace.
Nearly as soon as the quarantine began, my first leopard gecko passed away from old age. She was the sweetest gecko I could’ve been blessed with. I wanted her to be around forever, so I buried her in a plant pot I painted and chose the succulents I thought represented her the best.
A Neglected Heart

I made this sketch abruptly when I was hurting immensely and had no other healthy outlets I could rely on. While it is easily misinterpreted to be hopeful, the once blooming flowers on this heart have begun wilting due to neglect from the one who was supposed to be caring for it. The circumstances of the world have left the heart and its owner in a life-or-death situation.
Thank you for visiting!  

I’m Alex Hoggan and my favorite type of art is sketching, sometimes I do painting and make models. I don’t have a favorite era of art but I’m taught many interesting types of art and I might find mine soon.
Dreams

About: The mystery of inside your dreams.
Turtles

About: The beauty of the sea.
Plastic Flower

About: The replacement of nature with modern ideas.

Artificial
I have had a wonderful year with Ms. Kitty in art. She brings open-mindedness and a fresh sense to her art classes, as well as being kind and honest. She is an amazing teacher and fits in perfectly to Winston. Cheers to your first year at Winston, Ms. Kitty! We hope to see you thrive!
This is my Shattered Value Drawing, done toward the beginning of the year. To make this, I drew lines and shapes, and then filled the empty spaces with either regular pencil or a 6B pencil, alternating between the two. I think the final product looks really good. This is a favorite for me.
For my Value Painting, I started with white in the top left and gradually worked my way to black at the bottom. Another one of my favorites, the final result is very pretty. I wasn’t thinking of anything in particular when making this, but I could see ways other people would interpret this.
This is my most recent work of art (at the time of making this presentation). For this, the task was to use a photograph with text over it, like Barbara Kruger would. I am quite proud of this, even though I didn’t spend much time on it. Unlike other pieces of art I’ve created, this does have a meaning, and a rather strong one, too. The fire represents anger, and the text expresses how anger can affect you.
Anna M
Art class this school year was very fun and amazing because I got to learn about lots of different artists and learn new ways of making art.

My favorite new technique was the oil and watercolor landscapes. Also, I loved to spend time with my friends in art class and learn about my new art teacher and her hobbies and interests.
My Space - a Perspective

This is a piece that I created to represent my room.

I started with plain white paper. Then I used a ruler and a pencil to create the shapes in my room, like the walls, my bookshelf, the window, my bed, and my bedroom mirror. Finally, I used colored pencils to make it more colorful and added some details to look like my bedroom.

My room is my space where I can relax and be happy.
Phoenix Arizona Sunset

This is a painting that I did with watercolor, pastels and pencil.

Online, I found a picture of a sunset in Phoenix, Arizona. Phoenix is the city where I was born. Then I mixed different kinds of colors to make it look like a nighttime sky.

Arizona has the best sunsets!!
My Roots and Likes
Ms Kitty asked us to create an image of what our family would put on our tombstone when we die.

Here is a profile representation of me. I look a little like an Egyptian. The logo of Cal Bears would be on it and a balance beam because I love UC Berkeley and gymnastics. The flag of Texas stands for my extended family from my dad’s side. I was born in Arizona. So that is why the Arizona flag is on the image. And I am a dual citizen. Because of my mom, I am also a German citizen. So the last flag on the image is the German flag.
Stop the Bullying

This project was on a distance learning project that we did using Barbara Kruger’s techniques.

I took some clip art and text to create a social message. Mine was: *Stop the hate! Be kind to others and yourself.*

I wanted viewers to think about being kind to others. I don’t like bullies who are mean to me or to my friends. Maybe they are bullies because they don’t like themselves.

If people showed more love, maybe there would be fewer bullies in the world.
Cynthia

- My favorite part about art is you can express how you feel in many ways. This year I learned about how different artists have their own unique way of doing art.
Cynthia

- My favorite part about this project was that it was inspired by when I went to Hawaii in January, and I saw humpback whales while I was on a boat ride.
Cynthia

- My favorite part about this piece was it changed color as you add more black paint
Cynthia

- My favorite part about this project was I got to include animal rights which is very important to me.
Henry T

My favorite part about art is making something that I enjoy and being in class with Zach who makes me laugh.
I drew this circle to show color like the fauvists.
This represents an alien plant
This is my pumpkin patch that I made for Halloween. I made this with the help from my best friend.
My favorite thing about art class drawing. Something I learned is about different artists. I enjoyed listening to music, being in my spot, and doing my drawings.
BLEEDING ROSE

This is a bleeding rose. A classmate told me to draw this. It took me twenty to thirty minutes. I used paper, pencil, and colored pencils. I liked drawing the rose and this was my first time drawing one.
GERMAN MITE

This is the battleship Bismarck and a U-boat. I used a canvas and painted it. I did not draw it using a pencil. A thing I enjoyed is seeing the progress over time. It took me two to three months to get to where I’m at it is not done yet.
This is a logo I made for my gaming account. My username inspired this design. I used pencil and paper to create this. The simplicity of it looks cool.
My art spring showcase
Liam J

The best thing about art class is that when you make something and it is good you like it more than you normally would because you made it yourself and of course it also makes you proud of yourself. I also like art class because it is meant to be the class work but it doesn't feel like it a lot of the time for obvious reasons.
My value painting project

I did this project purely with paint. The setting is meant to be the silhouette of a factory of some kind with the sun creating the colors in the background. This was for the value painting project. I liked this project because it did not take much time to do but it still came out good.
My impressionist inspired project

I also did this one only with paint. It is meant to be something that I saw in a dream, the black is a wall with an archway going through it with a street on the top of it under a cloudy night. The yellow is the light coming from street lamps and there is also a street clock in the corner.
My torn paper landscape project

I mostly just used paper but I did use a pensul to make the stars. I remember that it was hard to figure out what to do for this project but I made this, a pumpkin patch as my torn paper landscape.
Jake Buksbaum

My favorite part about art is making stuff and being creative.
Lego

This lego makes me think of building and things and being more creative
No Bullying!

I picked this image because it makes me think of them fighting and roughhousing each other. This art raises awareness about bullying.
Shapes

This art project is about shattered value. I used different types of pencils to create different shades. It makes me think of geometry and measurements.
Mark E

The school year of 2019 - 2020 was very unique for me to say the least, I learned more about myself and how I fit in with the larger world and who I am to other people.
I created a heart for this project due to the heart being a strong symbol of passion to me and the red was placed for a similar reason, the blue was meant to be calm in contrast.
The scenery in this scene was designed at a point at which I was filled with joy and I desired to create a scene to show that joy.
I created this piece to show my love of space, and my design to see humanity grow.
Art

By Ryan S

Spring Showcase
makeup

Perfect cut crease

played with shapes
Tik tok dance art

https://www.tiktok.com/@.r.ryan/video/6818709314878934277
PANT-a-Loons

These are the pants i made
A couple of my favorite things about art that we did this year are doing group projects with my friends, I also enjoyed doing all different kinds of art. Some Things I learned about art were learning about some different artists and I learned about the different kinds of art they did. A memory in art class was laughing with my friends.
The first picture I made is a sunset. I first used pastels and then used watercolors to paint over the pastels. I made this picture because I really love sunsets and I enjoyed using the bright colors and using the watercolors to make the picture pop more.
The next picture I will be talking about is this moon and stars picture. The materials I used for this project was a pencil and paint. The first step I did was to sketch out the moon and to sketch out a couple of stars around the moon. I then painted it to add color. I did this picture because I wanted to do something a little different and something I have never really created before.
This picture I decided to do is a heart and I decided to add a lot of bright colors to this picture. How I created this picture, is I drew a line down the middle. I then drew a heart but having it look like it’s cut in half. I then colored it and added a lot of bright colors to it. I colored the heart with two colors and then added like a rainbow pattern for the background.
For this last project I got to work on this with one of my friends. I think this picture is important because animals should be loved!! I also love this picture because the dog reminds me of my dog.
Warren’s Art Project
By Warren C
Warren Conrad

- Some of my favorite things about Art are that you can express your feelings and there’s a whole nother world that you can jump into and just explore.
- One thing I learned this years is there are no mistakes in Art.
Green Hat

- This Green Hat came from my grandpa he had one
  Like this one but I put my own twist on it.
  The new feathers are the blue feather and the green color.
  The hat that my Grandpa had was white all over and had a
  White ribbon thing around the brim of the hat.
Shape Shadings

This Art project was made randomly when I was messing around with a ruler and I decided to shad it in.

I was also just messing around with this one.
Colliding Galaxies

This art project was just originally going to be
Just red and blue but I wanted to
Add more color into it so it looked like
Two Galaxies Colliding together that's
Why I named this Art project Colliding
Galaxies.
Grant G

My favorite thing about art is that it is open; there is no limit. I learned that you have to be open to what you do in art this year in order to succeed. Something memorable from class is when one of the students sat in the trash can.
In this project, I drew and colored a tree using colored pencils. My favorite part of this project is the amount of abstract colors it uses.
Grant G

This project is buildings right on the water during a sunset. I used oil pastels and watercolors. My favorite part of this project is how ordered the sections are (water, buildings, and the sky).
Grant G

This project is a clown fish that is black and white on one part, and colorful on another. I used oil pastels and thick pencils. My favorite part of this project is how consistent the black and white and color is.
Mikey M

My favorite thing about art is that you can create new worlds, new universes even, and it’s all just from the expanse of your mind.
Art
From home:

Hey everyone! Look!
I'm strong!
Bad!

This is insulting.
Insultingly funny.

Unguraf Knights
Expressionism
Oil Pastel and Watercolor Landscape
Value Painting
Beyond the Border
Art for me is a place where I can express myself and get all my feelings out. I love that I can do a lot of different things with art, I can write stories, paint, take pictures and etc... I am constantly inspired by my art class to create something of my own.

By Ella : )
In this drawing I work with perspective, which was harder than I thought it would. I used a ruler to make the pier and I used some warm colors for the sunset. Out of all my drawings this was my favorite one to make.
For this picture I was inspired Barbara Kruger work. The reason why I colored just the heart is because it is showing that many hearts or “loves” will be fake or burn out. However, the one true love will out last the rest. When I use the word love it can mean so many different kinds of love.
For this photo, I took it on Earth Day to celebrate beautiful nature. I love these small flowers and how you can see the mountains in the background. I always feel calm when I am outside and this picture reminds me of that feeling.
Spring ShowCase On Art Class 2019-2020!

American People do not want to die. We want Peace not death or violence. The American Citizen have nothing to do with the Air Strike. The President Trump started the war! End Violence.

By Michael
Art piece 1

This art piece is a drawing of the two F/A-18 hornets from the U.S Navy Blue Angels squadron doing the knife edge pass at center point during the air show at MCAS Miramar. I added some flowers in the background because they symbolize that this squadron is more special than roses they are roses and they will always be the best team in the U.S. I even added a sun and clouds and sky in the background to look very detailed and beautiful.

I used colored pencils to do this design and art work
Art piece 2

This artwork is a drawing of the U.S Navy Blue Angels performing at the largest military base that has air show over the whole entire world it’s MCAS Miramar here in San Diego CA. I drew the diamond formation 1-4 doing the diamond pass and then I drew the solos 5-6 catching up to get in the formation. In that art I didn’t really color it because I found that using sketch pencil looked better with the work than coloring.

In the second picture I drew the U.S Navy Blue Angel F/A-18 hornet jet 6# Capt. Jeff Kuss a little memorial to honor his death back in 2016 at Tennessee during an air show practice lost control of the speed in the stick of the aircraft and lost control and crashed. He died and had kids and a wife and it’s been very tough for the family. I wrote a little thing to honor his service and respect for protecting America.

I used a pencil and some colored pencils for this art piece.
This art piece is a painting of a tree house at night. I used paint for this art piece and I used green blue black dark blue light blue light green dark green red and black. Even a little bit of yellow too. I found this art work very relaxing and fun. This was a lovely art piece I did and I am proud of this piece of work.
This is an art piece of the blue ocean with a glazing red sky like in the evening and the sun is setting over the blue sea. I like this art painting because this reminds me of The Winston School at evening with the sun going down over the ocean and the cliffs near our school. It also makes me have some tears to because it’s so beautiful and It makes you think of something loving like friends family yourself girlfriend etc. And also it reminds me that we live in the best state California the richness and the goodness of the state. Richness makes this art piece special. I used paint for this piece and the colors I used were yellow red and some light bluish and green.
This art piece I used colored pencil maybe marker can’t specifically remember! But this artwork is about the air strikes against the U.S and Iran. We were all terrified that we would be having war with Iran during November and December. We all do not want to have a WWIII and that would be unjustified. I understand that they have a different religion and they believe in different things and we respect that. We love all people around the world. What we don’t agree with is that they believe in killing people. It is very sad that they think that, but we can not control their beliefs and they believe what they believe. There are so many children in Iran that have to see real life battles whether it's the good U.S troops verses the Terrorist groups. It is so sad to see the kids having to suffer and that the kids have been killed for no reason. I believe that this artwork will show that we need to change the world and we all need to get along. Not kill people and have a war. That’s why when I grow up I want to be a U.S Navy sailor or a U.S Navy Seal for team 6 or whatever team they have available.
This is a sketch of the Anza Borrego Desert State Park in California San Diego County. I choose to sketch this picture because I love traveling and camping at the desert. Just seeing all the beautiful nature and the flower blooms during the springs, it's so fantastic. At my old school we went camping at the desert for a night we went hiking we went to a lake up the mountains and swam and had a blast and we were at the campsite playing night tag and we would play football and play tag and shark and minos, and we would even have marshmallows at night and sing by the campfire. I loved that trip it was so fun and I miss those memories. That’s why I choose to draw this picture.
Hope you guys enjoyed my art slideshow! Have a great day Y'all!!!!!
Expressionism
Oil Pastel and Watercolor Landscape
Beyond the Border
Value Painting
My favorite time is when we did the pastel project on the big pieces of paper and then we water-colored it after.
I really think this is a cool art piece I used cardboard and spray paint.
Zach

I think this was really fun i used pastels and watercolor.
I painted a the ocean and I used a lot of color. I painted a sea turtle.
Art Student showcase

By: Yvette I
My favorite thing about art is being able to express myself. I learned about different kinds of art. Even though I felt like I was in history class half the time it was still fun. My favorite memory would have to be doing the Renegade in class.
Value painting

I mixed white and blue together to make a very light blue and then I started mixing in black to make it darker. At the end I added little fish to make it look like an ocean. This project was my favorite, I did it at least five times.
Impressionist Sunsets

When we were learning about impressionism the whole class made a sunset. For some of the colors I had to mix some. I think it turned out okay.
Impressionist inspired project

This was another impressionist project but this time I used more colors and I put them in random spots.
My name is Sarah, and I take a lot of art inspiration from being a new member to the LGBTQ community. Art for me was a new way to express my identity with the world, not just the community that I joined, soon after starting this class.

I also am an activist for human rights, so you will see a few of those paintings in there as well. I try and make my paintings as real, or as relatable as they possibly can, because in my opinion, if art does not get some sort of reaction from the person looking at your art, then your art has no meaning.

If you like what you see, I put instructions on how to do it, the way that I did the paintings. Of course, it’s art! You don’t have me telling you how to be creative. It’s just a sample for all of you potential artists out there.

Anyways,

**ENJOY!!!!!!**
The rainbow butterfly
Sarah W.

How I did it:

I used a large sheet of white canvas

( painted that with splotches of color)

Cut the paper into the symmetrical wing shapes,

Used cardboard as a base to hold piece together,

Cut body and antene out of pink construction paper.
What I did:

I first sketched out the woman’s face & added All the different facial features onto a piece of paper. I added the words (in red) afterwards. I then wrote all the words and phrases all around the paper. Finally, I ripped chunks of red construction paper to put All around my drawing.
The rainbow mountain
Sarah W.

Here’s how to do it yourself:

Grab a canvas and sketch out a shape that looks like

A mountain.

Take that sketch you just made and use watercolor to

Fill it in with the colors of the rainbow.

Take a thin paintbrush and paint as many black dots as you want

Use a mix of blue & white paint to paint the sky

Use a thin tip marker, to write something on the corner of you’re artwork.
Seeing colors
Sarah W.

Create this easy piece on your own:

Take a blank sheet of white paper (or printer paper)

Draw two rainbows and two rainbow stars (or stickers of the same shapes) put them in each corner.

Draw clouds using colored pencils (make sure to use all the colors of the rainbow)

Draw a rainbow over all of the clouds that you just drew.
I am smart
Sarah W.

Give this a try:

Rip out a page from a book or magazine that you like.

Write down whatever words or phrases you want to write on the picture that represent the emotion you want people to feel when they see the piece of artwork that you did.
Make it quotable
Sarah W.

What do you do for this project?

Take white paper & Chose any quote that you like

Take thin tip markers and write down the quote using any colors you want

Take a black thin tip marker, and write the name of the person that has the quote that you liked.
THE END.
HOPE U ENJOYED!

HUMAN
RIGHTS
FOR
ALL
HUMAN

"""
ONLY YOU KNOW WHO YOU WERE BORN TO BE, AND YOU NEED TO BE FREE TO BE THAT PERSON.

Ruby Rose
Thank you for watching- I hope you enjoyed the show!